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Overview 
 

1. What are the drivers to disruption? 
 

2. Understanding OTT business and pricing models 
 

3. Creating the digital telco 
 

4. Strategies to harness OTT 



 

1. Previously, major changes came from growing competition within the traditional telecoms market 
 

2. Recent disruption comes some years after the economics of telephony itself was transformed (or disrupted) by digital 
technologies 
 

3. Emerging digital technologies can be used to enhance existing services and introduce new ones, but equally can be 
adopted by new entrants to challenge the business models and markets of incumbents 
 

4. Multiple new business models have emerged from data competition to retain and attract new customers 
 

5. The application of legislation is today based on sectoral definitions 
 

6. Increasingly this does not reflect the way in which consumers perceive the services they consume 
 

Service definitions need to evolve to reflect consumers’ perceptions of services rather than the underlying technologies 
 

Drivers to Disruption 



OTT Business Models 

Advertising  Services funded by viewing advertisements or the 
collection of data to sell to advertisers 

Google, Facebook, Line, Pinger, 
Apps like Spider Man, Angry Birds 
etc. 

Unit pricing Revenue derived from offnet calls and messages or 
terminating incoming calls 

Microsoft/ Skype, Viber 

Hardware Services add value to the device and promote market 
presence within a segment defined by device ownership 

Apple, Samsung, Blackberry, Nokia 

Subscription Recurring charge either for basic service or additional 
features 

Microsoft/ Skype, Viber, WhatsApp, 
payTV services, Game Apps like 
Lumosity 

Software 
Licensing 

Services can be bundled with hardware or offered on a 
white-label basis 

Microsoft/ Skype, Apps like 
Minecraft, Heads Up etc. 

In-app 
purchases/ 
content 

Users can purchase extra features such as stickers or 
download content such as games 

Kakao, Line, Tencent (WeChat), 
Apps like Bad Land 



1. Alternative voice/ SMS services 3. New categories of apps and content 
a) ‘Free’ text and voice services, which can be funded by:  

i. selling customer data to advertisers, 
ii. adverts in the service, such as pop-ups 

 
b) Subscription services 

a) ‘Free’ downloads 

 

b) Free max allows ‘free’ usage up to a ceiling, and payments thereafter, or 

payments for enhancements, such as purchasing items used in a game 

 

c) Data monetization, which entails OTT operators selling users’ data to 

advertisers and other companies 

 

d) Apps to access non-free or semi-free services, such as online payment 

apps for e-commerce sites, subscription-based access to newspapers, 

entertainment sites, etc.  

 

e) Subscriptions to online services, such as newspapers 

 

f) Purchased apps, such as a photography app or games 

 

g) Crowdsourcing and Donations to start-ups and to websites such as 

Wikipedia 

 

h) Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Lending for personal commercial loans 

2. Alternative pay TV services 
a) Advertising-driven ‘free’ video-on-demand (AVOD), where the 

adverts either appear in the video, or wrapped around it. Many 
AVOD services are owned by studios, broadcast networks, or cable 
networks 
 

b) Subscription video-on-demand (SVOD) paid directly to an OTT 
operator. Subscriptions are usually renewed automatically and fees 
are paid in fixed intervals (e.g. per month/year) 
 

c) Transactional Video on Demand (TVOD) are one-off payments, also 
paid directly to the OTT operator 

OTT Pricing Models 



Creating the Digital Telco 

Rethink business drivers 
• As telecom subscriber markets approach saturation, the focus 

should move to inorganic growth 
• Create a lean telco that focuses on pursuing new business 

opportunities – This could entail infrastructure sharing/ spinning 
off passive infrastructure to dedicated infrastructure operators 
(e.g. TowerCo/FibreCo) 

 
Provide value beyond communication 
• Telcos have the advantage of being able to leverage existing 

subscribers and operations for: bundling, local market advantage, 
brand presence, carrier billing, targeted marketing etc. 

• Adapt business model to match flexibility in pricing structure and 
service delivery offered by OTT service providers 
 

Innovate in adjacent verticals 
• Venture into adjacent businesses such as financial services, e-

commerce and media 
• Establish dedicated digital business units to focus on and drive 

digital growth 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

• Telcos may approach this in different ways:  
i. Developing digital services 
ii. Acquiring existing digital service providers 
iii. Partnering with existing digital providers 

 

Source: Singtel 



Developing 

 
 
 

PLDT’s PayMaya, which 
was launched in Sep 2015, 
had a million users and 
processed around 
PHP200 billion (USD4 
billion) in transactions by 
end-2016. 
 
The service has gained 
traction among the 
Philippines’ millennials – a 
key demographic that 
accounts for 35% of total 
population – accounting 
for more than 60% of 
PayMaya’s users. 



Acquiring 

 
 
 

Singtel has spent nearly USD1 billion on 
acquisitions in the digital marketing space 
since April 2012 to build its digital business 
segment. 
 
Most recently, Singtel acquired California-
based start-up Turn, which it plans to 
integrate into its Amobee (acquired in 2012) 
subsidiary, which boosts the latter’s data 
analytics capabilities to create an enhanced 
product that can tap market growth 
opportunities. 
 
The telco’s USD250 million corporate venture 
fund Innov8 focuses its investments on 
innovative start-ups around the world, 
allowing it access to emerging technologies. 



 
 
 

Partnering 

Wave Money, a JV between Telenor, First Myanmar 
Investment and Yoma Bank, signed up more than 100,000 
users in three months.  
The JV taps Telenor’s subscriber and network reach to 
address gaps in Myanmar’s formal financial sector – the 
mobile financial service has 75% of its activity occurring 
outside standard banking hours. 



• OTT providers and telcos are increasingly pursuing promotional 
partnerships and bundled services 
 

• Ovum recorded more than 200 such partnership deals in 2015 
 

• Revenue-sharing can boost telco metrics including monthly ARPU 
and churn rates 
 

• According to Detecon, bundling OTT services with access service 
products can lift ARPU by up to 22% 
 

• Depending on the each party’s strategy, there are two distinct 
ways through which this cooperation model can be pursued: 

 
a) Telco offers bundled OTT to market its own broadband/pay 

TV services 
 

b) Telco offers paid and/ or unpaid services of its OTT 
partner(s) without data cap or for a discounted price 

 

 

The benefits of Telco-OTT partnerships 

In Indonesia, online content and applications drove 
over USD6.6 billion in economic value for consumers 
and telecom operators in Indonesia in 2015. 

 
Of this, USD3.6 billion was paid to telecom operators 
for Internet access. 

In Thailand, a greater appetite for online video services 
increased consumers’ willingness to pay for  
upgrades to fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) broadband 
services. 



 
1. Choose your platform. An understanding of the factors driving OTT voice, messaging, media and cloud is key to choosing the 

appropriate business models, positioning and determining whether your competitive posture is offensive or defensive. Above all, be 
clear about where, when, how, and with whom you are going to compete 
 

2. Redefine value propositions and business models. The OTT surge is forcing a rethink on value propositions. While OTT services are 
evolving fast, consumer behaviors are shifting faster, so operators have to create business models that are both agile and adaptable, 
and whether partnering will be the best way to do it 
 

3. Create new platforms and approaches. The mantra of the new digital era is customer experience. Delivering a memorable one will 
require new technology solutions, but more important is deeper integration of network IT, product and service development, and 
mobile, fixed and media assets 
 

4. Rethink organizational approaches. OTT media and video services compel more creative approaches to organization structures, skills, 
systems, and mindsets 
 

5. Remain flexible and ready to adjust. Understand changes in consumer behavior and creatively adjust strategies accordingly 
 

6. There is no one OTT strategy. Indeed, each platform – voice, messaging, media, and cloud – demands a different strategy  

Strategies to Harness OTT 



• What is driving the need to explore new business opportunities? 
• Does the traditional telco business model need be transformed to adapt to a 

changing competition landscape? 
• How can telcos develop a digital business portfolio?  
• How will this translate for the telco?  

• What could inhibit development? 
• What forms of collaboration have you engaged in, and how has this been 

beneficial?  
• What are the regulatory obstacles you have faced in this journey? 
• How do you think regulation should evolve to encourage businesses to 

explore new opportunities?  
• Is regulation even necessary here?  

Discussion Questions 



Thank you 


